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Pragmatic Guide to JavaScript (Pragmatic Guides)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		The JavaScript ecosystem can be tough to hack through, even for experienced programmers. There are so many extensive JavaScript reference books and competing libraries to choose from-Prototype, jQuery, MooTools, YUI, Dojo, ExtJS, and so on.

		

		Christophe Porteneuve is here to help: he gives you fundamentals, the most...
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Geocomputation and Urban Planning (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Sixteen years ago, Franklin estimated that about 80% of data contain geo-referenced information. To date, the availability of geographic data and information is growing, together with the capacity of users to operate with IT tools and instruments. Spatial data infrastructures are growing and allow a wide number of users to rely on them. This growth...
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Grey Information: Theory and Practical Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
This book is a crystallization of the authors' work over the last twenty-five years. The book covers the latest advances in grey information and systems research, providing a state-of-the-art overview of this important field. Covering the theoretical foundation, fundamental methods and main topics in grey information and systems research, this book...
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Practical Neo4jApress, 2014

	Why have developers at places like Facebook and Twitter increasingly turned to graph databases to manage their highly connected big data? The short answer is that graphs offer superior speed and flexibility to get the job done.


	
		It’s time you added skills in graph databases to your toolkit....
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Reasoning in Event-Based Distributed Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Event-based distributed systems are playing an ever increasing role in
	areas such as enterprise management, information dissemination, finance,
	environmental monitoring and geo-spatial systems. Event-based processing
	originated with the introduction of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to
	database systems in the 1980s. Since then,...
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MongoDB and Python: Patterns and processes for the popular document-oriented databaseO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Learn how to leverage MongoDB with your Python applications, using the hands-on recipes in this book. You get complete code samples for tasks such as making fast geo queries for location-based apps, efficiently indexing your user documents for social-graph lookups, and many other scenarios.

	
		This guide explains the basics...
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Web and Wireless Geographical Information Systems: 10th International SymposiumSpringer, 2011

	Continuing advances in the development of wireless and Internet technologies generate ever increasing interest in the diffusion, usage, and processing of georeferenced data of all types. Spatially-aware wireless and Internet devices also offer new ways of accessing and analyzing geo-spatial information in both realworld and virtual spaces....
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OpenCart 1.4 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenCart is a popular open source shopping cart solution and provides elegantly written tools to establish a fully functional online store from scratch in a very short time with intuitive screens. It can be a difficult task for beginners to go beyond the basics and apply all the features, which they will require for their businesses.

...
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Geo-Data: The World Geographical EncyclopediaGale, 2002
Gale is pleased to present the third edition of Geo-Data: The World Geographical Encyclopedia. This is the first new edition of Geo-Data since 1989, and it represents a complete revision and updating of that work. The purpose of the book remains unchanged: to provide the reader with the most detailed and comprehensive descriptions available for the...
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Ruby and MongoDB Web Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	And then there was light – a lightweight database! How often have we all wanted some

	database that was "just a data store"? Sure, you can use it in many complex ways but in

	the end, it's just a plain simple data store. Welcome MongoDB!





	And then there was light – a lightweight language that...
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Spatial Data Modelling for 3D GISSpringer, 2007
This book is based on research works done by the authors at the University of Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom and the International Institute for GeoInformation Science and Earth Observation (ITC), The Netherlands in 2000 and 1996 respectively. We were motivated to write the book when we began a joint research work in 1992 for our postgraduate...
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Applications and Challenges of Geospatial Technology: Potential and Future TrendsSpringer, 2018

	This book advances the scientific understanding and application of space-based technologies to address a variety of areas related to sustainable development; including environmental systems analysis, environmental management, clean processes, green chemistry, and green engineering. Geo-spatial techniques have gained considerable interest in...
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